Rain, Steam and Speed
Quiz

1. What was the name of the fastest steam locomotive?

A Peacock
B Sparrow
C Mallard
D Hawk
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1. What was the name of the fastest steam locomotive?

A  Peacock
B  Sparrow
C  **Mallard**
D  Hawk
2. Who designed the Mallard and Seagull locomotives?

A  Sir Nigel Gresley  
B  Sir Topham Hatt  
C  Sir Nigel Steam  
D  Sir Christopher Gresley  
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2. Who designed the Mallard and Seagull locomotives?

A  Sir Nigel Gresley
B  Sir Topham Hatt
C  Sir Nigel Steam
D  Sir Christopher Gresley
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3. Seagull is pulling what sort of train?

A  Freight containers
B  Passenger Carriages
C  Oil tanks
D  Car carriers
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3. Seagull is pulling what sort of train?

A  Freight containers
B  Passenger Carriages
C  Oil tanks
D  Car carriers
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4. What does one of the girls hold in her right hand?

A  The steering wheel
B  The hand brake
C  The regulator lever
D  The shovel
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5. As well as a driver, a steam train needs who?

A  a policeman
B  a doctor
C  a vet
D  a fireman
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5. As well as a driver, a steam train needs who?

A  a policeman
B  a doctor
C  a vet
D  a fireman
6. What is the job of the locomotive fireman?

A to look for fires

B to shovel coal into the firebox

C to warm himself in front of the fire

D to drive a fire engine
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6. What is the job of the locomotive fireman?

A to look for fires
B to shovel coal into the firebox
C to warm himself in front of the fire
D to drive a fire engine

(The End)